
Create fun breakfast eggs
Instructions No. 1913
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

Start your day with a laugh. The sewn hats do not look funny only , but keep your breakfast eggs nice and warm. The suitably designed
porcelain egg cups make breakfast even more of an eye-catcher.

There you go:
Paint the eggcups with porcelain paint according to your wishes. In our example the middle of the egg cup was painted with yellow paint and the edge with
brown paint, so the egg cup looks like a fried egg. Allow the porcelain paint to dry well and then fire it according to the instructions on the package. 

For the hats: Transfer the pattern in the broken fabric to the Jersey fabricCut this to size. Sew your piece of fabric together along the long side with the sewing
machine with a straight stitch. If necessary, trim the seam with a zigzag stitch. 

Then turn the cap over and make a knot in the tip 

Now the eggs are decorated. For this you paint faces on boiled eggs. You can do this as you like or you can apply our template to your eggs. Now put the cap
on the eggs and place it in the egg cups.

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/


Article number Article name Qty
562683 Egg cup "Flat", porcelain, 12 pieces 1
394727-06 Jersey cuff fabric "Striped"Red-Pink 1
275736-03 KREUL Glass & Porcelain "Classic"Canary Yellow 1
275736-04 KREUL Glass & Porcelain "Classic"Orange 1
275736-16 KREUL Glass & Porcelain "Classic"Cognac 1
275743-01 KREUL Glass & Porcelain "Classic Metallic"Mother-of-pearl White 1
567725-07 POSCA Marker PC-1MCBlack 1
567725-08 POSCA Marker PC-1MCWhite 1
567725-02 POSCA Marker PC-1MCRed 1
567725-03 POSCA Marker PC-1MCLight blue 1
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